
You’re the star.  
We’re the stage.
The HYMER modular system for stairs,  
platforms and maintenance platforms.



The HYMER modular system
Compact, cost-effective and fast solutions.
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hymer-configurator.com

Contact person

Functional assemblies
Components
Accessories

 ·  Various step and platform treads in different  
slip-resistance ratings (R11, R12 and R13)

 ·  Standards applied:  
DIN EN ISO 14122, EN 1004 and EN 131-7

 ·  Specially designed aluminium extruded profiles  
for maximum stability and functionality

 ·  Standardised, interchangeable functional assem- 
blies such as guardrails, steps and platforms,  
chassis and much more depending on requirements

 ·  Quickly and easily configure your own stairs, 
platforms and maintenance platforms

 ·  Select preset modules/components and enter 
product specifications

 ·  3D model generated in real time
 ·  Receive an instant quote
 ·  Reliable and fast delivery
 ·  Order online or via our sales team

Standardised stairs, platforms and maintenance 
stairs cannot always cover all individual  
requirements. That’s why we design solutions 
consisting of sets of HYMER modules, which we 
adapt precisely to the respective industry and 
customer-specific requirements. Simply contact 
our sales team, who will be happy to advise you.

COMPONENTS

CONFIGURATION

SERVICE
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Whether in person on site, by telephone, e-mail 
or video calling – we are more than just there for 
you. Our employees’ many years of experience 
and know-how ensure a high degree of flexibility 
and reliability. So we offer the simplest, fastest 
and most unconventional service. Your contact 
partners take on every challenge.

 +49 7522 700-702

 technical-sales@hymer-alu.de

Online configurator Customer-specific 
industry solutions



Your benefits
Always the right access solution.

Robust and sturdy products

Customisable solutions

Modular, safe design

Fast delivery

Easy to set up
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Guardrails

 · Sturdy, modular guardrail

 ·  Ergonomic, coated handrail to avoid 
black hands

Stairs

 · Stair angles from 35° – 75°

 ·  Step width optionally 600, 800 or 1,000 mm

 ·  Standing heights in 10 mm increments

 · Various step treads

The modular design of the HYMER modular system allows 
flexible assembly of the individual standardised components. 
The robust design of the modules ensures high stability and 
a long service life. 

Functional assemblies
Standard components for greater flexibility.
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Platform

 · Platform lengths in 50 mm increments

 · Various platform treads

Support structure

 ·  Robust support structure for safe 
working at heights

Chassis

 · Brightly coloured mobile cross-beams

 · Different types of castors

 · Ergonomic foot pedal brake
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Illustration:

Mobile platform steps –  
Product example from the  
HYMER modular system

www.hymer-access.com



Components
The right option for every requirement.

Stair angle
from 35° – 75°  
in 5° increments

Stair guardrail
fixed and removable

Platform length
in 50 mm increments

Standing height
in 10 mm increments

Step width
optionally 600, 800 
or 1,000 mm

Platform guardrail
fixed and removable

Chassis with swivel 
or fixed castors

Platform treads
from R11 to R13

Stair length

Step treads
from R11 to R13

Stairs Steps Platform Design & chassis

Individual HYMER modular system components can  
be selected, from stairs with various angles to  
a battery-operated electric brake system, precisely 
adapting each solution to individual preferences.  
Of course, we can also design customer-specific 
solutions for all standard parameters.  
Simply let us know!

 Default selection
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Accessories
Functional details for greater convenience and safety.

Platform guardrail, 
front side

Safety gate,  
self-closing

Clamping lever 
for removing 
the guardrail

Suspension hook set

Platform guardrail, 
side

Safety barrier,  
self-closing

Plastic support Mounting bracket set

Tray Support bracket set

Triangular bracketYou decide which accessory elements you want  
to use to increase the convenience and safety  
of your individual access solution. We offer a wide 
range of accessories – for customised, highly  
functional solutions. 

Safe work  
on the platform

Practical,  
convenient,  
stable

Self-closing barriers 
and gates

Safe attachment, 
placement,  
mounting
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View our range of different pre-configured 
products to find the solution that comes 
closest to suiting your needs. You can then 
configure your product with our optional 
standard parts and components.

Intuitive operation via slider and selection 
fields when entering parameters such as 
height/inclination/reach, step design, 
handrail, platform and platform guardrail.

A 3D model generated in real time helps 
to better visualise the product during 
configuration.
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Select product. Configure product 
features.
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The HYMER modular system is the basis for conveniently 
configuring our high-quality products and solutions to suit 
your needs.

The HYMER Configurator
Find the right solution with just a few clicks.
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The configuration can be saved and retrieved 
at a later time.

Once the configuration is complete, you can 
view your detailed, individual offer with just 
one click. Is everything the way you want it? 
Then simply place the order.

Display a detailed 
quote.
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The order is processed immediately, delivery 
is reliable and fast. Set-up is completed in  
no time thanks to robust screw connections.

Our service team will be happy to advise you 
at any time, whether on site, by telephone  
or by e-mail.

Have your access 
solution delivered.
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∙ Live 3D-view of the configuration
∙ Instant quote
∙ Save configuration
∙ Submit order

www.hymer-access.com



The mobile and electrically height-adjustable work 
platform for maintenance work on buses is an example 
of how customised solutions can be easily implemented 
with the HYMER modular system.

The requirements

 ·  A platform suitable for different 
vehicle models.

 ·  Can be used in various 
locations.

 ·  Securing the maintenance 
technician on the bus roof in  
accordance with current 
occupational health and safety 
guidelines.

Best case practical example
Highly functional maintenance platform for buses.
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Sturdy construction

The height adjustment guide is particularly stable 
thanks to a profile guide.

Robust chassis

Four swivel castors with brakes and support feet  
for secure positioning.

Electric height adjustment

Drive system with dynamic and static self-locking  
that can be easily operated via pendant control.

Non-slip platform

With duet checker plate tread 3.5/5, aluminium (R10) 
and a tray with a bumper that can be extended 50 cm 
via a hand crank.

Movable safety guardrail

Fold-out & lockable guardrail basket as fall protection.

Four-stile access steps

With two swivel castors with brakes and fold-out 
support section for easy manoeuvring of the stairs.
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Customer-specific industry solutions
When something special is needed.
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From commercial vehicles to machine systems:  
Based on our modular system and expertise, we 
work with you to develop the perfect solution for 
your specific application.

Personal consultation
In a personal conversation, we listen carefully to you  
and determine your requirements in detail.

Precise planning
Based on the needs assessment, our specialists use the 
modular sets and components to plan the design of your 
access solution with millimetre precision.

Competent production
Based on our many years of experience and our high level 
of manufacturing and assembly expertise, we can simply 
and reliably build your specific access solutions. 

Convenient service
After a quick delivery, you will continue to benefit from  
our personal, unconventional support.

Contact person & service

 +49 7522 700-702 
 technical-sales@hymer-alu.de
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Your benefits
The ideal solution for every requirement.

Personal, competent consultation

Simple, reliable process

Secure solutions

Many years of specific know-how

Fast, unconventional service
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Customised, flexible and yet secure: The example of an 
electrically height-adjustable work platform for caravan 
production assembly demonstrates how impressive  
our customer-specific industry solutions are, even when 
numerous special requirements need to be met.

Best case practical example
Assembly platform for a renowned caravan manufacturer.
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The requirements

 ·  Several connectable platform 
segments for roof work on  
the sides of the vehicle. It must 
be possible to carry out all  
work on the vehicle roof from 
the platform.

 ·  Adaptation to different vehicle 
heights and vehicle types  
(vans, motorhomes) with  
electric height adjustment.

 ·  The platform should be mobile 
for placement indifferent  
locations in the production hall.

 ·  Guardrail with handrail, knee 
and foot rail; vehicle-side 
guardrail with padding so that 
fitters are able to lean against 
it comfortably.

 ·  Continuous bumper on  
the vehicle side to protect  
the vehicles.



Best case practical example
Assembly platform for a renowned caravan manufacturer.
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Electric height adjustment 

Up to 650 mm height adjustment of  
the platform with an electromotive drive, 
separately possible for each segment.  
It is controlled via a flexibly extendable  
control panel.

Easy connection

Several platform segments can be connected 
to each other by a simple coupling system,  
so that vehicles of different lengths or several 
vehicles can be processed at the same time.

www.hymer-access.com

Chassis with a central brake unit

Manual manoeuvring of the platform segment 
via swivel castors, the locking of which takes 
place via a central brake unit. Possible floor 
fixing increases work safety when in use.

Padded guardrail

To protect the vehicles and ensure comfort- 
able, ergonomic working, the handrail of  
the complete vehicle-side guardrail is padded.

Clamp-on guardrail elements

Conveniently removable guardrail elements 
for easy conversion. With coated handrail in 
signal red as well as knee and foot rail.

Mobile stairs

The step angle is 45° in the centre position 
and adapts to the platform height. Serrated 
aluminium steps, handrail coated on both 
sides in signal red and castors for easy 
manoeuvring.
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Hymer-Leichtmetallbau GmbH & Co. KG

Käferhofen 10 | 88239 Wangen | Germany
Phone: +49 7522 700-702
technical-sales@hymer-alu.de | hymer-access.com

Configure your product now: 
hymer-configurator.com 


